New Material and New Concepts Improve Hygroelectric Generator Output
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Extended Abstract

The energy harvesting from atmospheric humidity was first demonstrated in 2010 and named hygroelectricity (HE). A simple HE device is a pair of isolated metal sheets with different water ion adsorption capacities, forming self-charging, asymmetric capacitors [1][2]. The hygroelectric devices collect energy from the environment for dozens of days in an autonomous manner. Several research groups verified the possibility to collect energy from water moisture but often using graphene oxide [3] and various experimental arrangements, supported by different concepts and theoretical arguments, such as the moisture adsorption and diffusion processes. Nevertheless, the reported output power and voltage are still low, ranging from 10⁻⁸ to 10⁻³ W and < 0.5 V, respectively [4].

Here, we present new scalable hygroelectricity devices with unprecedented outputs, whose design guidelines follow new thermodynamic arguments valid for an open, multiphase, and non-electroneutral system. Thus, water ions adsorb on the electrodes following the Bronsted acid-basic properties of the surface: negative ions (OH⁻) adsorb in acidic oxide metal, and positive ions (H⁺) adsorb in base oxide metal. The ion partition at the electrodes creates an electric potential difference that increases each ion’s electrochemical potential. And the potential gradients in the HE cell decrease the water-splitting reaction’s non-spontaneity, releasing electric current from water. Using one electrode made out of exfoliated-and-reassembled graphite coated Kraft paper (56 x 86 cm²) while the other an aluminum sheet (30 x 94.5 cm²; 14 micrometers thick), we achieved a voltage output around 1.2 V and a 1.5 mW average power. Cell exposure outdoors showed a significant power output increase during the warmer hours due to the increased temperature and water vapor partial pressure. The new device presents many advantages: they use only inexpensive materials as well as simple and scalable fabrication processes. They are already suitable for some niche applications in distributed, autonomous energy microgeneration in remote environments. Foreseeable new developments may transform hygroelectricity into a competitive alternative for energy production in many settings since it uses only the ambient humidity and water ubiquitous on our planet with a low dependence of circadian factors.
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